
Is Topaz Labs Worth Buying?

Topaz Sharpen AI is the best sharpening program on the market in terms of performance. But one of its other strengths is the user-
friendly interface. It offers a great deal of automation..

How long is topaz free trial?
We offer totally free 30-day trials on all of our applications. No commitment or credit card required.

Is Topaz software easy?
The Topaz Studio Interface

Topaz Studio’s interface is far simpler than that of most other pro photo software. It starts you out with a simple four-panel tutorial that 
shows how to apply key adjustments, use effects (or Looks), and add masks.

How long is the gigapixel trial?
Gigapixel AI 3-Month Trial.

Why is gigapixel so slow?
Why is it so slow? Gigapixel AI uses resource-intensive AI technology that inherently takes a long time. The process takes over a 
million calculations per pixel to upsample your images so these calculations take time, but still better than our leading competitor.

Does Topaz use CPU or GPU?
Topaz Labs recommends the GPU over the CPU for accelerating AI processing in Topaz VEAI1. The Radeon™ PRO W6800, the 
latest large workflow GPU from AMD, has a gigantic 32 GB of dedicated high performance memory, which allows you to run multiple 
instances of VEAI on the same GPU, optimizing your workflows even further.

Does Topaz use GPU?
Yes, you can use the Experimental All GPU’s option. The Experimental All GPU setting is intended for users with multiple similar 
Nvidia or AMD GPUs installed (it will not work for Intel GPUs).

How can I make Topaz DeNoise faster?
Topaz Labs recommends the way to get the best results is to feed the raw file through DeNoise AI. The raw file that came right off your 
memory card, not a DNG or TIF converted version of the raw even though data isn’t lost using those file formats.
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Is Remini safe to use? Yes. Remini operates on secure servers through cloud based services meaning your data is safe and can be 
accessed 24/7.

Is Topaz better than Photoshop?
I then processed it again, but set ACR sharpening to 0 and then sent it to Topaz Sharpen AI 3.0. 3 to see what it could do. I used the 
Too Soft choice (there is also Motion Blur and Out of Focus) and set Remove Blur to 40 (0 to 100).

                          Topaz Sharpen AI vs. Photoshop ACR.

  MAKE  PANASONIC
  Shutter speed 1/100 sec
  Aperture  f/5.9
  ISO  125
  Exposure comp. -0.33 EV
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Is gigapixel real?
Similar in purpose, Topaz Labs Gigapixel AI is a standalone software that specializes in upscaling images through the use of machine 
learning/artificial intelligence (AI). Gigapixel AI has been around since 2018 and is by all accounts the best and most popular product 
for the job.

Is Topaz gigapixel better than Photoshop?
So far, the two are performing equally well! Getting into the details of the fine blades of Icelandic grass on the dunes, we also see that 
both filters performed well, with Photoshop’s output sharpness slightly less than that of Gigapixel AI’s.

Is Topaz sharpen AI worth it?
Topaz Sharpen AI eliminates blur and fixes out-of-focus images with impressive results in most situations. It’s a very effective software 
with a user-friendly interface, and the connections as a plugin for Lightroom and Photoshop make its integration into any workflow 
easier.

How much is a gigapixel?
A gigapixel image is a digital image bitmap composed of one billion (109) pixels (picture elements), 1000 times the information 
captured by a 1 megapixel digital camera. A square image of 31,623 pixels in width and height is one gigapixel.

How much is a gigapixel camera? The GigapixelCam X80 is $24,995 as fitted, but if a client does not need a robotic version, those are 
less expensive. EarthCam’s line starts at $1,900 for a time-lapse camera with solar power and goes up from there. 

Is Topaz sharpen AI better than Lightroom?
Granted, the Topaz results aren’t a huge difference from Lightroom, but the subtle quality differences are definitely there. I have to 
mention that it will definitely add more time and effort to use Topaz in your editing workflow, but I think it’s worth it.

Which is better Topaz sharpen or DeNoise?
I usually just use Denoise, it sharpens very nicely too. Sharpen A.I. is slower and doesn’t remove noise very well. Sharpen is definitely 
better if you actually have a focus or motion problem, but otherwise DeNoise is my sharpening go-to. Frankly, they really ought to be 
together in one product.

Which is better Topaz DeNoise or topaz sharpen?
In the case of noise reduction, DeNoise AI mitigated noise while preserving edge details and preventing any of the areas from getting 
mushy. Sharpen AI was able to snap detail back to photos that just barely missed critical focus and that would otherwise be rejected.

Is Topaz noise reduction worth it?
Conclusion. Topaz Denoise AI is capable of eliminating the noise while preserving detail in most situations. It’s a very simple and 
effective software with a user-friendly interface and possible connections as a plugin for Lightroom and Photoshop.

How much does Topaz sharpen AI cost?



Sharpen AI and DeNoise AI are available from Topaz for $79.99 each, Gigapixel AI and JPEG to Raw AI for $99.99 each, and the 
bundle of four is $249.99. A 30-day trial version of each program is available.

Is Topaz Adjust worth it?
Topaz Adjust is cool! In short, it is a very simple, elegant, and easy to use product that allows you to achieve HDR-like results from a 
single image. I use it a lot, both as a product by itself, and as a finishing touch after my normal HDR process.

What is the latest version of gigapixel?
Topaz Labs released Gigapixel AI version 5.8 with several improvements, including better face refinement and increased speed when 
upscaling and enhancing images. The Gigapixel AI software lets you upscale photos up to 600%.

How long does Topaz AI? For a video from HD to 8K, it typically takes 2-3 seconds for each frame. If you upscale a video from SD to 
HD, it will take about 0.4 seconds for each frame.


